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So many beautiful (censored) naked men.. I really enjoyed playing this game! The art was good, the music was well placed, and
it was well written. I wish it could have touched on the romance aspect a bit more, because what I did get I liked. It dealt with
complicated issues in a manner that I felt was pretty respectful. There were some times when I was a little dubious, but there
were no major issues. Honestly, the way it handled the main antagonist was much better than I was expecting. I kind of held my
breath the entire way there in the first play through, and there were some routes I was more satisfied with how it was handled
than others, but that's just part of playing a multi-ending visual novel. I enjoyed the voice the character was given and the
chance to make so many choices. Normally it annoys me if there are many choices that don't really impact the outcome of the
game, but it felt like it gave life to the protagonist and I liked that I didn't always have to agree with the boys to have them like
me. A lot of this game builds up a friendly rapport and allows you to get comfortable with everyone before making a final
choice. You also get to see a lot of interaction between characters outside the protagonist and their chosen love interest, which I
enjoyed. I have some issues with the way Charlie was handled, but I think part of it is me wishing I enjoyed him more as a
character. Personal opinion is that his was definitely the most lackluster route and the least satisfying. I was actually pretty
annoyed with the way he handled his personal conflicts. TLDR: Overall, this is a great game, and I'd really recommend it. Good
art, music, writing. Nice plot that delves into deeper issues pretty well. A lot of interaction with the characters, but not a lot of
romance. Edit Edit: JK, apparently they all can confess and I was just consistently saying all the wrong things. So that pretty
much clears that issue up. I get that the antagonist is handling things really poorly, but it just sort of bothers me that. there's no
real way to help her move past it or feel better? Like, I understand why the narrative is the way it is. It's just, I wish that,
because of all she's gone through, there was some real comfort for her at the end. And it really bothers me that the only ending
where she gets that comfort is through like, continued male violence, and like. against her will. TLDR: Treating the antagonist
nicer, all things considered, would really up my enjoyment of the game.. Awesome game! The characters had a lot of
personality. I felt like it did a good job of making you feel like each route was fairly unique. Any time you have a single story
arch and try to fit the different routes into that one line you have some overlap. This however didn't leave me feeling like I was
only playing tiny variations of the main story line. Helps that each route had a unique ending. I will definitely play through this
again sometime.. I am honestly so surprised by this game. I went in thinking, "Oh boy a furry game" but it stays true to the
promise and there are no furries. Only cute dudes who turn into animals. This story was so interesting and the character
development was incredible. I fell in love with Edmund IMMEDIATELY. Then Miguel. Then Kyle. And oh boy this game will
10/10 make you cry. I liked how the heroine (Lucy) was an interesting character herself and not as cut/paste as many otome
heronies are. She was unique in personality and design. I loved her as well. I would recommend this game to just about anyone
who likes a good fairytale story and fun dialogue (mainly from Kyle).. Overall it was so fun playing it but personally I really
wanted more and I kinda need to play it all again for others route I need to fill all the plot holes. First off, don't get weirded out
by the name! The writing is great and the characters are fun folks you'd actually want to hang out with. Super bonus since
they're all displaced from different decades/eras and talk according to their time and ideals (ie, old-timey prince boy, 20's
greaser dude, 80's punk kid, and 90's fitness bro.) They hang out and bond (or fight) when you're not there either, so they don't
feel like characters who're solely dependant on the main girl for character development. What a breath of fresh air! PROS
-Excellent writing and hearty storyline -Engaging characters and dialogue -Characters displaced from different decades! -Dope
references! -Believable and multi-faceted characters and MC - everyone goes through doubts, stresses, and funtimes so nobody
feels one-dimensional -Appealing character designs! -THICC BOYS yaaaaassss CONS -Jesus christ, that title. Animal Lover
sounds cringy as hell. -Not a fan of the logo! -Sometimes the art is meh (but more often than not, it's great) -Personally, I didn't
like the MC's design as much as everyone else? -Despite the excellent plot, most of the guys' endings follow the same storyline,
so for the most part you get a very similar experience going with one dude (it only really branches off into husbando territories
near the end) Anyways, I had a lot of fun with this one! Give it a shot.. I wasnt expecting much when i started plaing it. now is
one of my favorites. I love the story, i couldn stop playing it until i finded a way to help them. thanx for this lovely game.. I
absolutely LOVE this game. The writing is fabulous and the characters are so fleshed out. They really feel like legit people not
just your typical "otome" trope guys. The diversity between all of them, the details of the time period they're from even the MC
and how she acts and looks are so much more unique then in your average visual novel. It's been awhile since I've actually felt so
connected and emotional over characters in a vn and it was so refreshing. Each guy and their story is heartwarming and I literally
got butterflies in my stomach throughout the game from all the sweet tender moments the MC experiences with each guy.
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